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Section 1: Some remarks on the previous papers devoted to the neutrix 
calculus. In the papers 1) on neutrices which I published in 1958, 1959, 
and 1960 I have introduced the notions of neutrices, of negligible functions 
and of distributions in the neutralized sense. Here I repeat the definition 
of a neutrix to which I will add a remark. 
A domain is a nonempty abstract set. A range is an additive group; 
the addition is always commutative. A function with domain N' and 
range N" is a function f ( ~) defined for each element ~ of the domain in 
such a way that /(~) is an element of the range. 
I introduce a variable ~ which traverses a given domain N' and I 
consider an additive group N formed by functions v(~) with domain N' 
and given range such that each constant function belonging to N is 
equal to zero (neutrix condition). Then N is called a neutrix with 
variable ~-
The functions v(~) belonging to N are called negligible in N. 
Let P be a neutrix with domain P', with variable 'YJ and with negligible 
functions :rt('Y)). The neutrices N and P are called equal if and only if 
the two neutrices have the same domain N' =P', the same variable ~='YJ 
and the same negligible functions. 
In my previous papers on neutrix calculus, for instance in the fourth 
convention in part I of this communication, I have made the convention 
1) The present paper is the result of a research begun and continued under 
a grant (G. 5228) of the National Science Foundation (Washington, D.C.), finally 
completed at the Mathematics Research Center at Madison, sponsored by the 
United States Army under Contract No. DA-ll-022-0RD-2059. 
The previous papers on neutrix calcules are: N eutrices, J. Soc. In dust. Appl. 
Math., 7, No. 3, September, 1959, 253-279. 
Introduction to the N eutrix calculus, reports 128, 129 and 130 of the Mathematics 
Research Center at Madison. This article will also be published in Le Journal 
d'Analyse Mathematique, vol. 7, 1960. 
Neutrix calculus I, Neutrices and distributions, Report 142 of the Mathematics 
Research Center at Madison; Proceedings Royal N eth. Academy of Sciences 63, 
series A, 115-123; Indagationes Mathematicae 22, 115-123. 
Neutrix calculus III, General neutrix calculus, Report 144 of the Mathematics 
Research Center at Madison. 
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that in two distinct neutrices N and P the variables ~ and 'fJ are always 
independent. This means that ~ traverses the domain of N and that 'fJ 
traverses the domain of P independently one from the other. 
Let me advance the two reasons why I introduced this convention. 
The use of both neutrices N and P in an argument means that we may 
neglect all the functions v(~) belonging to N and at the same time all 
the functions n('f}) belonging to P. This has the consequence that we 
may neglect the sum v( ~) + n( 'fJ). The fundamental rule in neutrix calculus 
is that we never neglect a constant =1= 0. The simultaneous use of both 
neutrices is therefore only allowed if the relation 
(l) v(~) + n('f}) = y, 
where y is independent of ~ and 'fJ, implies y = 0. This is certainly the 
case if ~ and 'fJ are independent variables. Indeed, if ( l) holds for each 
element ~ of N' and each element 'fJ of P', then the function v(~), which 
is negligible in N, is independent of ~ and therefore, according to the 
neutrix condition, equal to zero. In the same way we obtain n('f}) = 0, 
hence y=O. 
However, if~ and 'fJ are not independent, then we have no guarantee 
that (l) implies y=O. Indeed, if the open interval (0, l) is the domain 
of the two neutrices N and P, respectively with the negligible functions 
v( ~) = ~ and n( 'fJ) = y (~ + l) , 
where the coefficients candy are arbitrary real constants, then v(~) +n('f}) 
is in the case c = - y =1= 0 and ~ = 'fJ equal to the constant y =1= 0. That was 
the first reason why I introduced the said convention. 
There was another reason. If N1, ... , Ns are distinct neutrices with 
domains N/, ... Ns' and with independent variables ~1, ... , ~s and if 
/(6, ... , ~s) is a function defined for each ~" in Na'(a= l, ... , s) which 
can be written in the form 
where y is constant and where va(~a) is negligible in N"(a= l, ... , s), 
then the constant y is uniquely defined by the neutrices N1, ... , N 8 and 
the function f. If we accept the said convention, then there is a (1, I)-
correspondence between the neutrices and the corresponding variables, 
so that we can denote this constant by j(N1, ... , N 8 ), but this notation is 
no longer possible if there is no ( l, l )-correspondence between the neutrices 
and the corresponding variables. 
I knew that the said convention imposes on the neutrix calculus a 
severe restriction. On the other hand, it makes the theory simpler and 
the calculus constructed under this restriction fulfilled my original 
desiderata, namely of simplification, unification and generalization of 
certain methods. Meanwhile, however, I have encountered other methods 
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and new problems where this restriction is disagreeable or even prohibitive. 
In view of this fact, I throw it overboard with the consequence that 
I obtain a calculus of wider scope, but where I cannot maintain the 
original notation. Maintaining, therefore, everything written by me 
previously on neutrices, I expose now a new version of the neutrix calculus 
which contains the original version as a special case. 
Section 2: Compatible and isomorphic neutrices. Consider s neutrices 
N 1, ... , N 8 with variables ;1, ... , ; 8 ; perhaps these variables are independent, 
perhaps not. I call these neutrices compatible if it is impossible to find 
8 
a function Ya(;a) in Na(a= l, ... , s) such that the sum 2 Ya(;a) is equal 
a-1 
to a constant #- 0. If we use several neutrices simultaneously, then we 
always assume that they are compatible, for otherwise we would perhaps 
obtain, contrary to the fundamental rule of neutrix calculus, a constant 
#- 0 which as a sum of negligible functions would be negligible. 
N eutrices with independent variables are always compatible, for if 
8 
(2) 2 Ya(;a) = y, 
a-1 
where the variables ; 1, ... , ; 8 are independent, then the function 111(;1) 
is negligible in N 1 and moreover according to (2) independent of ;1, so 
that, according to the neutrix condition, 111(;1) = 0. In the same way we 
find Ya(;a)=O(a=l, ... ,s), hence y=O. 
Example l: Let N be the neutrix with domain 0<; < l and with 
the negligible functions a sin 2n;, where the coefficients a are arbitrary 
real constants. Let P be the neutrix with domain 0 < 17 < l and with 
the negligible functions b sin 2n1], where the coefficients b are arbitrary 
real constants and where 17 = ;2. Then N and P are compatible, for if 
in the interval 0 <; < l 
a sin 2n; + b sin 2n;2 = y 
and we replace ; by 1- ;, then subtraction gives 
b (sin 2n;2-sin 2n(l-;)2)=0, 
hence b = 0, therefore a= 0, consequently y = 0. 
Example 2: Introduce three neutrices N, P and R, where the 
domain N' of N is the direct product of three sets 81', 82', 83', where P' 
is the direct product of 8 2' with a set 84' and where R' is the direct 
product of 83' with a set 85'. Then (;1, ;2, ;3), (;2, ;4) and (;3, ;5) are the 
variables respectively of N, P and R; here the variables ;a traverse 
Sa' (a= l, ... , 5) independently. 
The three neutrices N, P and R are compatible if and only if it is 
impossible to find functions v(;1, ;2, ;3), n(;2, ;4) and !?(;3, ;5) negligible 
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respectively in N, P and R such that their sum is equal to a constant 
~ 0 for each ~a in Sa' (a= 1, ... , 5). 
Consider a neutrix N with variable ~ and with the negligible functions 
v(~) and moreover a neutrix P with variable r; and with the negligible 
functions n(r;). If there exists a (1, I)-correspondence ~='1/'(r;); r;=x(~) 
between the variables ~ and r;, if each function v(n negligible in N has 
the property that v('l/'(r;)) is negligible in P and if finally each function n(r;) 
negligible in P has the property that n(x(~)) is negligible in N, then 
N and P are called isomorphic. 
Example 3: If N is the neutrix with domain 0<~< 1 and with the 
negligible function a~-1, where the coefficients a are arbitrary complex 
constants and if P is the neutrix with domain r; > 1 and with the negligible 
functions br;, where the coefficients b are arbitrary complex constants, 
then N and P are isomorphic in view of the transformation ~=r;-1. 
If in a system formed by compatible neutrices each neutrix is replaced 
by an isomorphic neutrix, then the neutrices of the new system are again 
compatible. Indeed if na('YJa) denote functions negligible in the neutrices 
of the new system such that 
8 
~ na('Y/a) = y, 
a~l 
where y is constant, then na('YJa) =va(~a), where Va(~a) (a= 1, ... , s) is 
negligible in the neutrix Na of the original system. By hypothesis the 
neutrices N~, ... , Ns of the original system are compatible, so that 
implies y = 0. 
Section 3: Neutralized values. Consider s compatible neutrices 
N 1, ... , Ns with the same range, with the respective variables ~I, ... , ~s 
and with the respective domains N1', ... , Ns'. Let /(~~, ... , ~8 ) be defined 
for each admissible system (~1, ... , ~8), where ~a belongs to Na'(a= 1, ... , s). 
We assume that this function f has the same range as the s given neutrices. 
The neutrix calculus consists of two parts, the special and the general 
neutrix calculus. In the special neutrix calculus we restrict ourselves 
always to functions f which can be written in the form 
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(3) /(~I, ... , ~a)= Y + ~ Va(~a), 
a~l 
where y is constant and where va(~a) is negligible in Na(a= l, ... , s). 
This constant is uniquely defined by the given neutrices and the function f. 
Indeed if f can be written in another way in the prescribed form 
8 
f(~I, ... ,~a)= y* + ~ v~(~a), 
a~l 
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then y- y* is the sum of s functions, such that the first is negligible in 
N t, the second is negligible in N 2, and so on, so that y- y* = 0, since 
the neutrices N1, ... , Ns are compatible. 
I say that the function f assumes the neutralized value y by means 
of the s given neutrices. 
The main purpose of this paper is to expose some simple results of 
the special neutrix calculus. 
If Na and Pa are isomorphic with the (l, I)-correspondence ~a="f,(YJ,) 
between the variables ~a and YJ,(a= l, ... , s) and if /(6, ... , ~s) assumes 
by means of N1, ... , N 8 a neutralized value, then f("Pt(YJt), ... , "Ps(YJs)) 
assumes by means of P1, ... , Ps the same neutralized value. Indeed 
from (3) it follows that 
s 
f("Pt(Y)t), ... , "Ps(YJ.)) = Y + L v,("fa(YJ,)), 
<1=1 
where v,("f,(Y),)) is negligible in Pa. 
This result is useful in the theory of the transformations. For instance, 
if "P(Y) is a real monotonically increasing continuously differentiable 
function of y in an interval a-;;;.y<b and if u(x) is continuous in the 
interval "P(a)-;;;.x< lim "P(t), then we have for a-;;;.n<b 
t-?b 
~ ; 
(4) I u("P(Y)) "P'(y)dy = I u(x)dx, 
a >p(a) 
where ~="f(YJ). Let N be a neutrix with variable ~ whose domain is a 
subset of the interval 1p(a)-;;;.x< lim 1p(t) such that the right-hand side 
t-?b 
of (4) assumes by means of N a neutralized value. Then the left-hand 
side of (4) assumes the same neutralized value by means of the isomorphic 
neutrix P with variable YJ such that ~='!fJ(YJ). 
Section 4: Integrals. Consider a path A (a path is a continuously 
rectifiable curve) with initial point a and endpoint b such that a does 
not belong to A (the endpoint may belong to A or not), that an arc (a, p) 
of A is the domain of a given neutrix N with variable ~, that g(w) is 
integrable along A from <X to b for each point <X on A and finally that 
for the points ~ on the arc (a, p) 
p 
I g(w) dw 
; 
is, apart from a constant term, negligible in N. Prove that the integral 
(5) 
b 
I g(w) dw, 
; 
extended along A, assumes by means of N a neutralized value and 
evaluate this value. 
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Proof: By hypothesis we have for each point ; of the arc (a, p) 
p 
I g(w) dw = y +v(;), 
~ 
where y is -constant and where v(;) is negligible in N. For each point <X 
of that arc we have therefore 
b a b b 
I g(w) dw =I+ I= v(;)- v(<X) +I g(w) dw, 
< ~ "' "' 
so that (5) assumes by means of N the neutralized value 
b 
- v(<X) +I g(w) dw. 
"' 
This value is independent of the choice of the point <X. 
Example 4: Let N be the neutrix with variable ;, with domain 
O<;<p where pis positive and with the negligible functions c;-'1•+0(I), 
where O(I) is a function of ; which tends for ; --+ 0 to zero and where 
the coefficients c are arbitrary real constants. The integral 
(6) 
1 
I x-'1• e"' dx 
~ 
assumes by means of N the neutralized value 
1 
-2 +I x-'1. (e"'-I) dx, 
0 
smce (6) is for 0 <;<I equal to 
1 I; 
2;-';,_ 2 +I x-'1, (e"'-I) dx- I x-'1. (e"'-I) dx, 
0 0 
where the first and the last terms are negligible in N. 
Example 5: Assume p>O. Let N be the neutrix with variable ; 
whose domain is formed by the numbers ;>p and where a function v(;) 
defined for ; > p is negligible if and only if it can be written in the form 
v( ;) = a;' I• cos ; + b;';, cos ; + c;'l• sin ; + 0( I), 
where a, b and c denote arbitrary real constants and where 0( I) denotes 
a function of ; which tends for ; --+ oo to zero. Then 
W'+1 
(7) I x'!, . d l+xsmx x 
0 
assumes by means of N the neutralized value 
00 I ( -1/2 x- 1;, cos x-3/4 x- 1;, sin x+ ~~·x sin x) dx. 
0 
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Proof: (7) is equal to 
(8) 
V~'+l V;'+l V;'+l I x'1• sin x dx- I x'J, sin x dx + I 1~'x sin x dx. 
0 0 0 
We have for t>O 
t t I x'J, sin x dx =- t'J, cost+ 3j2 I x'J, cos x dx. 
0 0 
The first term on the right-hand side assumes for t = V ~2 + 1 the value 
- (~2 + 1)'1, cos v~2+ 1 =-~·;,cos~+ 1/2 ~'/,sin~+ 0(1) 
and is therefore negligible in N, Furthermore 
t t 
(9) I x'!, cos x dx = t'l• sin t- 1j2 I x-'J, sin x dx, 
0 0 
where the first term on the right-hand side assumes for t = V ~2 + 1 the 
value ~';,sin ~+0(1) and is therefore negligible in N. Finally 
t t 
( 10) I x'J, sin x dx = - t'J, cost+ 1j2 I x-'J, cos x dx, 
0 0 
where the first term on the right-hand side assumes for t=V~2+ 1 the 
value ~';,cos~+ 0(1) and is therefore negligible in N. The integrands 
occurring in the final integrals of (8), (9) and (10) are integrable to 
infinity, so that these integrals assume by means of N the neutralized 
values which we obtain by replacing the upper limit V~2+ 1 by oo. This 
gives the required result. 
Section 5: Integrals in which both limits are neutralized. In the 
preceding section we have introduced integrals in which one limit is 
neutralized, but we need also integrals in which both limits are neutralized. 
Consider a path A with initial point a and endpoint b neither of them 
belonging to the path. Assume that an arc (a, p) of A is the domain of a 
neutrix N with variable ~' that an arc (q, b) of A is the domain of a 
neutrix P with variable 'fJ and that g(w) is integrable along A from IX to (3 
for any two points IX and (3 of A. Finally we assume that for the points ~ 
on (a, p) 
p 
I g(w) dw 
; 
is, apart from a constant term, negligible in N and that for the points 'fJ 
on (q, b) 
'1 I g(w) dw 
q 
is, apart from a constant term, negligible in P. 
Prove that the integral 
8 
'I I g(w) dw, 
< 
extended along A, assumes by means of N and P a neutralized value 
and evaluate this value. 
Proof. We have for each point iX on (a, p) and each point f3 on (q, b) 
~ 'I I g(w)dw = v(~)- v(iX) and I g(w)dw = :rt('Y))- n(f3), 
< p 
where v(~) 1s negligible in N and :rt('Y)) is negligible in P. Consequently 
'I p 
I g(w)dw =I g(w)dw+v(~)-v(1X)+n('Y))-n(f3) 
< ~ 
assumes by means of N and P the neutralized value 
p 
I g(w)dw-v(iX) -n(f3). 
IX 
Section 6: Hadamard neutrices. Assume that p is positive. Let H 
be the neutrix with variable ~ whose domain is the interval ~ > p and 
whose negligible functions have the form ).(~)+0(1), where 0(1) denotes 
a function of~ which tends for ~--+ = to zero and where ).(~) is a linear 
combination, with constant coefficients, of functions each of the form 
~IX logk ~' where the exponents iX are arbitrary complex numbers and 
where the exponents k are integers ~0. We shall prove in section 9 that 
this set satisfies the neutrix condition. 
I call this neutrix the Hadamard neutrix H oo with variable ~ in view 
of the fact that Hadamard was the first mathematician who neglected 
certain functions of the form ~IX logk ~. This neutrix is called complete if 
each function of the prescribed form ).( ~) + 0( 1) is negligible in H oo· 
The substitution ~=1/(rJ-a), where a is real, transforms H into the 
isomorphic neutrix Ha+ with variable rJ, whose domain is the interval 
a <rJ <a+ 1/p with the negligible functions ). *(rJ) + 0(1), where 0(1) denotes 
a function of rJ which tends for 'YJ --+ a to zero and where ). * ( rJ) is a linear 
combination, with constant coefficients, of functions of the form 
(rJ -a)-~ logk 1/(rJ -a). The transformation ~= 1/(a-rJ) transform H into 
the isomorphic Hadamard neutrix Ha- with variable rJ· 
Example 6: 
1 J dx 
x'/,(1 +x) 
< 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 
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; the neutralized value 4/3 + 1 /z n, since it is equal to 
1 
J (x-'!,_x-'1, + x'l•(~x+x) dx 
; 
and therefore, apart from negligible terms, equal to 
1 
-2/3 + 2 + J x'/,(~:x) = 4/3 + 1/2 n. 
0 
In view of this fact we can assign the value 4/3+ 1/2n to the divergent 
integral 
1 f dx 
x'i•(l+x)' 
0 
but 4/3+1/zn is not the only value which enters into consideration. If N 
is a neutrix with variable ;, with domain formed by the small positive 
numbers and with the negligible functions 
a(;-•;, + p) + b(;-'1• + q), 
where p and q denote given constants and where the coefficients a and b 
are arbitrary real constant numbers, then the integral under consideration 
assumes by means of N the neutralized value 
4f3 + 1f2n- 2/3p + 2q. 
The result depends therefore on the choice of the neutrix. 
Example 7: If b>O, ex is complex and k is an integer ~0, then both 
the integrals 
; b 
(11) - f x"'- 1 logk x dx and J x"'- 1 logk x dx 
b 7) 
assume by means of the complete Hadamard neutrices Hoo with variable 
; and Ho+ with variable 'fJ the neutralized value 
) 
()k b<X 
o<Xk -;-
(log b)k+1 
k+l 
• 
if (X= 0. 
Proof: I give the proof for the neutrix Ho+ with variable 'f/· If we 
replace in this proof 'fJ by; and Ho+ by H 00 , then we obtain the required 
result for H 00 • If ex= 0, then the second integral ( 11) is equal to 
(log b)k+1 (log 1))k+1 
k+l k+l 
where the last term is negligible in Ho+· If cx#O and k=O, then the 
second integral (11) is equal to 
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where the last term is negligible in H O+· If <X~ 0 and k ~ 1 and if the 
proof has already been given with k replaced by k -1, then the second 
integral ( 11) is equal to 
b 
b"' 1)"' 1c I ~ logk b - ~ logk r; - ~ x"'- 1 log"- 1 x dx, 
'I 
which assumes by means of Ho+ the neutralized value 
( 12) biX k (lk-1 btx - logk b - - -- -. 
ex ex oexk-1 ex 
This gives the required result since the first term in (12) is equal to 
~ (lkb« =~~(<X . b«) = ~ b"' + ~ (lk-1 b"' 
ex oexk ex oexk ex oexk ex ex oexk -1 ex • 
Example 8: Put xo=x; eo=O; xh+1=log Xk; ek+l=ee•. Let f(x) be 
the function 
f(x) = Xo' Xt' ... X~r, 
where r is a positive integer, where a 0, •.• , <Xr-1 are complex numbers 
and where <Xr is an integer ~ 0. For each b > Cr-1 the integral 
(13) 
assumes a neutralized value by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix 
Ho+ with variable 'YJ· 
Proof: In the preceding example I have treated the case r= 1, so 
that I may assume that r~2. If we put X=Cr-1 +r;, then Xo, X1, ... , Xr-2, 
Xr-1 and Xr -log r; are functions of r; which are analytic and ~ 0 at r; = 0. 
1) 
Consequently r;-"'r-1j(x) can be written as a polynomial in log 'YJ of degree 
~ <Xr such that each coefficient in this polynomial is a function of r; which 
is analytic at r;=O. We can therefore write f(x) as a finite sum 
f(x) = L chkr;h+"'r-1 (logn)k+e(r;), 
~k . 
where e(r;) is integrable from 0; the sum is extended over a finite number 
of integers h~O and k~O. According to the preceding example 
b-er-1 
f yh+"'r-1 (log y)k dy 
'I 
assumes by means of Ho+ a neutralized value Ykk, so that the integral (13) 
assumes by means of this neutrix the neutralized value 
b-er-1 
L chk Yhlc + s e(y) dy. 
h.k 0 
ll 
Example 9: Let cp(x) be a rational function with simple poles which 
is finite for x ~ 0 and tends for x -* oo to zero. The integral 
< (14) J cp(x) dx 
0 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Hoo with variable~ 
the neutralized value - 1 c log p, where the sum is extended over the 
p 
poles - p of cf>(z) and where c denotes the residue of cp(z) at - p; by 
hypothesis - p is not a number ~ 0, so that we can choose arg p between 
-:rr: and :rr:. 
The proof is simple. From 
cf>(x) = 1 x~p 
p 
it follows that the integral (14) is equal to 
1 clog (~+p) -1 clog p, 
p c 
where 
clog (~+p)=c log ~+0(1) 
is negligible in H 00 • 
If we choose b > 0 so large that each pole of cp(x) is in absolute value 
<b, then we have for x~b 
00 
cf>(x) = L :~, 
h=l 
so that 
< < 0 
J cf>(x) dx = a1 J ~ + J (cf>(x)- ~) dx 
b b b 
assumes by means of Hoo the neutralized value 
00 00 
- adog b + J (c/>1(x)- ~) dx =- adog b \~2 ah J :~ 
b b 
where ch(h~ 1) is the neutralized value which 
assumes by means of H 00 • Notice that Gft is also the neutralized value 
which 
b 
_ J dx 
xh 
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assumes by means of the Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 'fJ· In 
this way we find 
b t; t; 00 
I~(x)dx=I~(x)dx-I~(x)dx=- _Lclogp- .L ahch. 
0 0 b v h~1 
Example 10: If ~(z) is a rational function of z which has no poles 
on the positive real axis and if a is not an integer, then the integral 
'1 
I x"- 1 ~(x) dx 
t; 
assumes by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable 
~ and the complete Hadamard neutrix H oo with variable 'fJ the neutralized 
value 
2nis 
l-e2:nia' 
here s is the sum of the residues of z"- 1 ~(z), extended over all the poles 
of ~(z) except z=O and z==. 
The result formulated above is a neutralized form of the relation 
00 I a- 1 ,1-( )d 2nis X '!'X X= l-e2:nia' 
0 
which is valid under the additional condition that 0 < Re a< 1 and that 
~(z) has neither at the origin nor at infinity a pole. 
Proof: Let y and r denote circles with their centers at the origin 
and with radii ~ and 'fJ such that they contain between them all the poles 
of ~(z) with z*O and z*=· Let A be the closed path formed by these 
two circles and the two boundaries of a cut along the real positive axis. 
Then 
(15) 
hence 
(16) 
I z"- 1 ~(z) dz = 2nis, 
A 
'1 
( 1- e2"'i") I z"- 1 ~(z) dz = 2nis- iX- {3, 
~ 
where 1X and f3 denote the contributions to (15) respectively by y and r. 
The initial point of y is ~ and its endpoint is ~e2"i. In the neighborhood 
of the origin we have 
00 
z"-1 ~(z) = L chza+h-1, 
h~-m 
so that 
is negligible in Ho+ In the same way we show that f3 is negligible in H 00 , 
so that the assertion follows from (16). 
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Example 11: If ~, 'YJ and !; are the variables respectively of the 
complete Hadamard neutrices Ho+, H 1 _ and Hl+, then 
~ ro 
-I x-•;, (1-x)-'1, dx +I x-'1, (x-1)-'1, dx 
" ' 
assumes by means of these three neutrices the neutralized value 
P ro 
I x-'1. (1- (1-x)-'i•) dx +I (x-'1.-1 +Sf2 (x-1)) (x-1)-'1, dx 
0 1 
(17) 1 
-I (x-'1.-1 +3/2 (x-1)) (1-x)-'1, dx 
p 
where p denotes an arbitrary positive number < l. This neutralized 
value is of course independent of p; for that matter, the derivative of 
(17) with respect to p is equal to zero. 
I leave the proof to the reader. The meaning of this result is that by 
means of the three neutrices we can assign to the divergent integral 
()() 
I x-'I.Jx-1J-'1•dx 
0 
the value (17). In the same way we can assign a value to the divergent 
integral 
00 
I x-'1, Jx-1J-'i, (1 +x)-' dx, 
0 
where ).< 17/6, but in the case ).;;;;;,_ 17/6 we need for this purpose moreover 
the neutrix Hoo in order to neutralize =· 
Example 12 : It is possible to assign by means of Hadamard neutrices 
a finite value to the area of the domain x;;;;;,O, O~y~x"', where c:x is real. 
If c:x> 1, then for each positive~ the area of the domain O~x~~' O~y~x"' 
g1+cx 
is equal to 1 +<X and assumes therefore by means of the complete Hadamard 
neutrix Hoo with variable ~ the neutralized value zero. If c:x< -1, then 
for each positive 'YJ the area of the domain x;;;;;,'YJ, O~y~x"' is equal to 
1)1+cx 
1 +<X and assumes therefore by means of the complete Hadamard neutrix 
Ho+ with variable 'YJ the neutralized value zero. Finally if c:x= -1, then 
the area of the domain 'YJ~X~~' O~y~x-1 is equal to log ~-log 'YJ and 
assumes therefore by means of the neutrices H oo and H O+ the neutralized 
value zero. In this way we assign to the said area for each real c:x the 
value zero. 
However, if in the case 0 < c:x < 1 we apply polar coordinates r and cfo, 
then the area of the domain x;;;;;,O, O~y~x"', cf>;;;;;,!;>O is for O<!;<n/2 
equal to 
n/2 o 
(18) ~J r2(cf>)dcf>= J x"'dx-~~·~"'=(l!<X-~)~1+"' 
c 0 
14 
where tan C=;"'- 1• Since (18) is a function of C it is natural to use the 
complete Hadamard neutrix Ho+ with variable C. For small positive C 
we have 
hence 
1+<X 1+o: 
;a"' = C- 1-"' ( 1 + a1 C2 + a2 C4 + ... ) - 1-"' • 
If ~~: is not a positive even integer, then ;a"' can be written as 
.A( C)+ 0( 1), where 0( 1) tends for C ---+- 0 to zero and where .A( C) is a linear 
combination of powers of C with exponent # 0. Consequently .A( C)+ 0( 1) 
is negligible in Ho+, so that (18) assumes by means of this neutrix the 
value zero. On the other hand, if ~ ~: is a positive even integer, then 
; 1+"' = .A (C)+ c + 0(1)' 
1+<> 
where c is the coefficient of c1-o: in the Maclaurin expansion of 
1+o: 
( 1 + a1 C2 + a2 C4 + ... ) - 1-"' • 
In this case (18) assumes by means of the neutrix Ho+ with variable C the 
neutralized value (I !(X- ~)c. Consequently, if we use polar coordinates, 
then we assign to the said area the value (I! £X- D c if ~ ~: is a positive 
even integer and the value zero otherwise. 
In this way we see that even if we restrict ourselves to Hadamard 
neutrices the value which we obtain may depend on the choice of the 
co-ordinates. 
(To be continued) 
